
  1x  3x  6x  11x  16x 22x
1 page  $6,545  $6,283  $6,087  $5,891  $5,695 $5,531

2/3 page  $5,629  $5,403  $5,235  $5,066  $4,897  $4,756

1/2 page island  $5,367  $5,152  $4,991  $4,830  $4,607  $4,535

1/2 page horizontal  $4,575  $4,392  $4,255  $4,117  $3,980  $3,865

1/3 page island $4,058  $3,895  $3,774  $3,652 $3,530  $3,429

1/3 page horizontal  $3,534  $3,392  $3,287  $3,181  $3,075  $2,987

1/3 page vertical $3,534  $3,392 $3,287  $3,181  $3,075  $2,987

1/6 page  $2,108  $2,023  $1,960 $1,896  $1,834  $1,781

  1x  3x  6x  11x  16x 22x
1 page  $5,720  $5,491  $5,325 $5,114  $4,839  $4,576

2/3 page  $5,148 $4,942  $4,793 $4,602  $4,355  $4,118

1/2 page island  $4,976  $4,777 $4,633 $4,448  $4,210  $3,981

1/2 page horizontal  $3,432 $3,295  $3,196  $3,068 $2,904 $2,746

1/3 page island $3,089  $2,966  $2,875  $2,761 $2,614 $2,471

1/3 page horizontal  $2,688  $2,581  $2,503  $2,404 $2,275 $2,151

1/3 page vertical $2,688  $2,581  $2,503  $2,404  $2,275  $2,151

quarterly supplement

22 issues a year deliver more reviews than any other journal, plus interviews, top 10s, read-
alikes, Core Collection lists, and more from the top editors and contributors in the field.

With in-depth articles that focus on the best informational titles for use across the 
curriculum, and go-to resources for incorporating more books into the classroom, this 
quarterly supplement is relied on by teachers, school librarians, and para-professionals. 
Book Links supports STEM based curriculum.

PRINT ISSUE RATECARD

FREQUENCY AND COMBINED RATES
Frequency rates are based on the total number of 
insertions of 1/6-page or more used within a 12-month 
period. Each page of a two-page spread is considered one 
insertion.  Advertisers may qualify for frequency rates with 
any combination of advertising placed in issues of Booklist,  
Book Links, and Booklist Online within the same   
12-month period by submitting a contract specifying  
planned advertising for the publications within that period.

Contract holders will be given reasonable notice of any 
increase in rates and will be given the opportunity to cancel 
contracts at the time the rate change becomes effective.

COMMISSIONS AND PAYMENTS
Agency commission is 15% of gross for recognized 
 agencies. Manufacturing charges are noncommissionable. 
There is no cash discount.

First-time advertisers or agencies are required to pay at the 
time of the initial order. Other accounts are payable within 
30 days of the invoice. Non-U.S. advertisers are required to 
pay in U.S. currency at the time of the initial order. 

Advertisers and agencies have dual liability for payment. 
 Conflicting agreements between advertisers and agencies, 
even if listed on insertion orders, are superseded by this  
condition of the American Library Association. 

COVER RATES
II, III, IV, facing cover II, and facing Table of Contents 
page: special position rates are available. Please 
contact your ad sales rep.

INSERTS
Please contact your ad sales rep. For mechanical 
specifications for inserts, barndoors, belly bands,  
and outserts, please consult  Ben Segedin, Production 
Director: 312.280.5729 or bsegedin@ala.org. 

NO-CHARGE SPECIFIED PLACEMENT 
Subject to makeup of individual issues, Booklist 
attempts to place book and media advertisement in 
the appropriate sections. 

Advertiser’s order must specify the section in which 
the advertising should be placed. 

SPECIAL POSITIONS
A 10% surcharge will be added to the earned rate 
for guaranteed special positions when available. This 
includes requests or patterned positioning within the 
same issue.


